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Asparagus 

Berries (All) 

Grapes (Green) 

Green Beans 

Limes 

Mushrooms 

Peppers (All Bells) 

Strawberries 

Tomatoes 

 

WEEK 19: May 10 - May 16, 2021  

MARKET OUTLOOK  
Regional Weather Update : 

Oxnard, CA: Sunny to partly cloudy; mid in 60s with lows in 50s.  

Salinas, CA: Partly cloudy skies with highs ranging from the mid 60s 
to 70s and lows in the high 40s to low 50s.  

Yuma, AZ: Sunny with highs ranging from mid 90s lows in the mid 
60s.  

Immokalee, FL: Partly cloudy for the week; highs around 90s and 
lows in the mid 60s to low 70s.  

Idaho Falls, ID: Partly cloudy skies with highs in the high 50s to low 
70s and lows in the 30s.  

Transportation : 
National Diesel Average :  $3.142  Compared to Last Year: $2.400 

Shortages : Seeing high freight rates, extreme truck shortages remain in AZ, 
CA, CO, FL, NC, MI, TX & WA—slight shortage in GA, Lower Rio Grande Valley, 
& OR. 

Pallets: Due to the shortage of lumber, pallet pricing has been going up over   
the past several weeks.  Pallets are currently running in the $10 to $11 range. 
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Production in Southern Baja has begun and we should see this increase in the next two to three weeks. The Gua-

najuato region should start the last week in May and run through the end of August depending on weather. Vol-

ume from Peru has increased this past week and this trend should continue until the third week in June when 

their winter season starts in that region.  

Asparagus 

Avocados 

While Mexico sent less volume across the border last week (minus 11%) than the week prior, and Michoacán 
slowed harvest, last week’s total market input was still 63.5 million pounds. With pre-Cinco demand not fully meas-
uring up to expectations, inventories rose above 70MM pound mark late last week. California contributed 12MM 
pounds to the equation. Coming out of the holiday it will be revealing to see if inventory remains too high, or things 
move towards a better balance between supply and demand. There is some optimism that this week’s reduced 
Mexican harvest and rising demand should help to stabilize the market. This week Mexico is projected to ship a 
reduced volume of 42MM pounds, while California is expected to ship close to 13MM, for a total projection of 
55.5MM. As mentioned last week, hot and dry weather in Michoacán is influencing a high rate of harvest, and sizes 
are skewing larger. It’s critical to remember that a large majority of MX orchards have no irrigation, relying entirely 
on Mother Nature. These dry conditions especially affect growers in mid-altitudes whose harvesting season usually 
winds down in April or early May. Under these circumstances harvest must continue at a good pace to remove 
what is left on the trees. 

Berries 

MARKET OUTLOOK 

Blackberries– : Prices for Blackberries is down trending down this week. Production is coming down out 
of Mexico but at the same time demands are expected to come off a bit after the Mothers Day holiday. 
Please take extra care checking arrivals for quality issues.    

Blueberries– : Prices for Blueberries is currently trending down. Production out of Georgia is increasing 
daily. Growers are reporting good quality fruit.   

 Raspberries– : Price for Raspberries is holding steady this week. Growers are reporting challenges with  
production and quality.  Please take extra care checking arrivals for quality issues.  

Apples 

Bananas 
We continue to see an increase in demand as the weather is getting better in the US. We are anticipating further We 
are working to fill our DC pipeline in response. This process does take longer on the specialty bananas but we do not 
anticipate any shortages.  Regarding 40lb bananas, we see no national issue with supply even though we are still 
seeing higher farm acquisition costs. Supply is still lower due to the hurricanes in 2020. Quality should not be an 
issue at this time.  

More growers have started to transition into Georgia with new crop beans. Supply is better but still quite short, 

but bushel market is still slightly elevated. Down $2 from last week.  

Beans, Green 

 

SUPPLY = FAIR | QUALITY =  FAIR 

SUPPLY = FAIR | QUALITY = FAIR 

SUPPLY = FAIR | QUALITY = GOOD 

SUPPLY = FAIR | QUALITY = FAIR 

SUPPLY = FAIR | QUALITY = FAIR 

 

 

SUPPLY = GSUPPLY = GOOD | 
SUPPLY = FAIR | QUALITY = FAIR 

 

This year's Washington State Apple Crop is now estimated at 121 million boxes vs shipping 133.5 million last 
year. This is a significant drop from last season but WA will have Apples to sell throughout the Year. Eastern 
Washington had 2 major wind storms late September/Early October where in some areas devasted orchards. 
Plus - some varieties did not bounce back from the year before, we call it a light set.  Also, late October - we had 
a few days between 12 and 18 degrees - some apples did not make it through. Reds, Golds, Galas and Gr Smiths 
are the varieties mostly impacted by the loss. The Farm to Family Box Program has been a huge part of the 
price Increases seen in the past 2 Months.  
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Peak volumes on cantaloupes continue with primarily larger fruit hitting the market.  Strong retail promo-
tions remain in place which has assisted with keeping the market fairly stable.  Some independent growers 
have already completed their seasons as the Zacapa valley has finished production but we will have pro-
duction through the week of May 17th arrivals into Florida as we move to our second ranch.  Sizing has 
been primarily more to the 9/9Js but a good amount of 12s are also being harvested.  15ct though will re-
main in an extremely limited position.  Overall quality has been very good as it has been during the entire 
Spring cycle.  Internal quality has consistently been in a 12-14% brix range with good flavor. 

Cantaloupes 

Celery 

Corn 

MARKET OUTLOOK 

Cauliflower supplies continue to be short this week. Growers are seeing better supplies for next week. 
Good quality has been reported at this time. Demand for Cauliflower has increased the last few weeks. 

Celery supplies continue to be excellent this week. Growers are reporting steady supplies coming from 
Oxnard CA and Santa Maria CA.  Very good quality has been reported at this time. Demand for Celery con-
tinues to be good this week.   

Prices for corn are at the bottom of the Corn Exchange price range. Growers out of the East are expecting 
remain at the current levels through June. California is currently harvesting corn. Prices are higher than 
corn out of the East but at the same time costs continue to trend down. Most growers are currently re-
porting nice quality.   Value item! 

Cauliflower 

Quality is good, still seeing limited supply on jumbos. 

Carrots 

Brussels Sprouts 

Broccoli 

Broccoli Supplies continue to be good this week. Growers are reporting very good availability coming from 
Salinas CA. Very good quality has been reported at this time. Demand for Broccoli Crowns has slowed down 
this week.   

Brussel Sprout supplies will continue to be good this week. Growers are reporting improved availability for 
next week. Good quality has been reported at this time. Growers are expecting better quality and improved 
supplies the next few weeks.   

SUPPLY = GOOD | QUALITY = FAIR 

SUPPLY = GOOD | QUALITY = GOOD 

SUPPLY = FAIR | QUALITY = GOOD 

SUPPLY = GOOD | QUALITY = GOOD 

SUPPLY = GOOD | QUALITY = GOOD 

SUPPLY = GOOD | QUALITY = GOOD 

SUPPLY = FAIR | QUALITY = GOOD 
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Leaf 

Honeydews 

MARKET OUTLOOK 

Iceberg supplies continue to be excellent this week. Growers are now shipping from Salinas CA.  Expect very good 
quality and good weights for this week. Demand for Iceberg Lettuce continues to be steady. 

Iceberg 

Honeydew production remains fairly limited from the offshore side with Mexican production expected to begin 
picking up by the first week of May.  There has been a very nice spread of sizing which has allowed all orders to 
be covered as requested.  Quality has been mostly good.. 

Romaine: Romaine supplies continue to be very good this week. Growers are now shipping from Salinas 
CA.   Quality is reported as fair with occasional fringe burn this week. Demand for Romaine Lettuce continues to 
be very good for this week. 

Green Leaf/ Red Leaf/ Butter (Boston) Lettuce: supplies continue to be steady for this week. Very good quality 
and good weights for this week. 

Tender Leaf: Steady supply and quality.  

Grapes 

Red Grape market is strengthening this week and we anticipate that trend to continue until MX product becomes 
available. 

  

Green grapes out west are cleaning up and most suppliers only have storage grapes available. Quality available is 
not as good as the quality that is being seen on the store shelves. Cooler weather in MX during April has caused a 
delay to the start of the MX grape season. 

Prices for Cucumbers is trending down this week. Production is picking up out of Florida and Mexico. Ship-
ping is expected to start out of Georgia in a few weeks. Growers are expecting process to stabilize for the 
next few weeks too.    

Cucumbers 

Eggplant 
Prices for Eggplant are running steady this week.  Production is currently coming out of Florida and Mexico. 
California will start shipping in about a week. Georgia will start production in 1 to 2 weeks.  

SUPPLY = GOOD | QUALITY = FAIR 

SUPPLY = GOOD | QUALITY = GOOD 

SUPPLY = BAD | QUALITY = BAD 

SUPPLY = FAIR | QUALITY = FAIR 

SUPPLY = GOOD | QUALITY = GOOD 

Lemons & Limes 

LIMES: Limes continue to struggle as we approach May, and we continue to see sizing lean heavy to smaller sized 
fruit (200 to 230s) We are receiving assessments from the growing regions that this will continue through May 
and possibly into June.  The main issues we are dealing with are cold weather in February which impacted the 
bloom by approximately 60% as well as in the southern lime region has yet to receive any substantial rainfall over 
the last 30 days and the lime trees are stressed, yet there is hope, we did get reports of minor precipitation in the 
region today. The other factor we are facing is many growers continue to pick ahead of schedule and source limes 
from all possible regions to try and mitigate the impact of this tight supply which is affecting the size curve be-
cause there is no ability for fruit to size up on the trees. 

SUPPLY = BAD | QUALITY = FAIR 

 SUPPLY = FAIR | QUALITY = FAIR 

SUPPLY = BAD | QUALITY = FAIR 

Grapes 
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MARKET OUTLOOK 

Oranges 

Onions 

Fruit is great this season, due to the weather patterns we are experiencing in California we are seeing chal-
lenges in the fruit getting softer with puff we are working thru these challenges but we are seeing less of a 
pack out due to this.  Fruit is also getting larger in size which is typical for this time of year.   Fruit is currently 
peaking on 56/ 72 /88 – we are seeing a small percentage of 113/138 size fruit.  We anticipate this to be the 
case the rest of navel season, which will mean if we find a strong demand for 113/138’s we will start Valen-
cia oranges earlier than normal, possibly the middle of April.   

Onions, Green 
Green onion supplies continue to be good. Growers are reporting good quality at this time. 

Prices for Green Peppers are steady this week. Prices for Yellow and Red are up. The season is wrapping up 
out of South Florida and New Crop out of Plant City FL is on the upswing. Production out of California is pick-
ing up too. Product out of Florida is facing challenges with quality. Please  take extra care checking arrivals 
for product out of South Florida for quality issues.   

Peppers, Bell 

Mushrooms 
Shortage of labor is negatively impacting the mushroom category. Suppliers are beginning to implement 
prorates on orders, not due to shortage in product, but shortage of labor available to pick the product. 
Many suppliers have had to increase wages to keep labor, but in some instances that still isnt enough. In 
addition, substantial increases in Labor, Packaging, and Transportation are driving costs up as well. We are 
seeing supply shortages across all specs along with increased costs start to come into play.  

Seeing good quality and demand with a steady market out of CA. Texas got rain cleaned a lot down there 
out while NM looks to come on possibly in a couple weeks. CA markets around $7-10 on med yel to supers; 
$11-12 on whites; $8-10 on reds.  

This market remains steady.  Pears 

SUPPLY = FAIR | QUALITY = FAIR 

SUPPLY = GOOD | QUALITY = GOOD 

SUPPLY = GOOD | QUALITY = GOOD 

SUPPLY = FAIR| QUALITY = GOOD 

SUPPLY = GOOD | QUALITY = GOOD 

 

SUPPLY = FAIR | QUALITY = FAIR 
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MARKET OUTLOOK 

Strawberries 

Squash 

Tomatoes 

Prices for Strawberries are trending slightly down this week. Growers are reporting less than expected sup-

plies for the next few weeks. Prices were forecasted to come down more after the Mothers Day holiday but 

that's not expected to happen as soon as forecasted now.  

Prices for Yellow Squash is stable this week. Prices for Green Squash is trending down slightly. Production out 
of central Florida is picking up. Growers out of Georgia is recovering from recent rain events. Production out 
of Mexico is hit and or miss as their winter season winds down.  

Prices for Tomatoes are sharply up this week. Growers are reporting tighter supplies from all the bad weather 

that South Florida experienced six weeks ago. The bad weather is currently impacted yields. Supplies out of 

Mexico has tightened up due to production moving to different growing areas. Growers in the California are 

currently scheduled to start picking around May 15th.  

Markets continue to increase slightly. Heavy into burbanks across the state now. Big spuds hitting $13. US 
packers shipped 7.14 million cwt of fresh potatoes during April. That exceeded year-earlier shipments by 
271,000 cwt, a 3.9% increase. Colored potatoes out of ID will end this month as well. 

Potatoes 

Prices for Chili Peppers are holding steady this week.  Production is winding down out of South Florida. Cen-
tral Florida & Central Mexico is forecasting production to ramp up. Challenges with weather has impacted 
volume out of both growing areas. Please check arrivals on product out of Mexico for quality issues.   

Peppers, Chili 

Pineapples 

We are still experiencing lower than desired volumes but volume is on the rise. The quality is high and we 
anticipate volume on the larger pineapples to pick up shortly.  

SUPPLY = GOOD | QUALITY = FAIR 

SUPPLY = GOOD| QUALITY = GOOD 

SUPPLY = GOOD | QUALITY = GOOD 

SUPPLY = GOOD | QUALITY = GOOD 

SUPPLY = FAIR | QUALITY = GOOD 

Watermelons 
Prices for Watermelons is trending down this week. Supplies are coming out of Florida and Mexico. Prices will 

continue to work down as more fruit becomes available. We've received pictures from growers this week. The 

quality and brix has been excellent. The current tight truck market is making it hard to shippers to make timely 

deliveries. Giving shippers extra order lead time would be very helpful for on time deliveries.  

SUPPLY = FAIR | QUALITY = GOOD 

 

  SUPPLY = GOOD | QUALITY = GOOD 
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MARKET OUTLOOK 

If you have any specific questions or concerns on any commodities not mentioned in this report, please feel free to reach out 

to dforsythe@nproduce.com and we will be happy to give you those current market conditions. Also look for our Spanish 

version that will be released on Monday. Have a great week!                    

                                                                                                                                  our Dedicated NPC, LLC Staff 

MARKET OUTLOOK 

 

Traceability plan can help ease fear of food recall 
 
By Chuck Mead, guest columnist  

 
“Many good horror stories end with some version of “…and they disappeared without a trace.” Coincidentally, dis-
appearing without a trace is a different kind of scary in the produce industry. That is because recalls in the U.S. are 
increasing at a rate of approximately 10% annually. 

There is real danger in not having a plan for the traceability of ingredients, which will help foster an effective recall 
program, a crucial component of food safety. A plan can help keep consumers safe, strengthen customer relation-
ships and maintain the reputation of the business. 

Traceability is the ability to follow (trace) an ingredient, packaging material, processing aid or finished product from 
harvest or receiving, through production and to the first delivery point away from the facility. Recall is the ability to 
get that item or material back or put it on hold until it can be retrieved and or dispositioned. Having a traceability 
and recall plan is a necessity that supports the growing complexity of the supply chain, better detection of food 
safety issues, and more efficient mandated reporting by manufacturers and processors. It is also a regulatory re-
quirement in a food safety plan and should include management’s strategy to take quick and effective action when 
experiencing a recall. 

Importance of a traceability plan 

Processors track their products through all stages of harvest, packaging of field-packed produce, production, pro-
cessing, distribution and retail. They use recorded information to store and share information about specific fields, 
harvest crews, ingredients, packaging and other raw materials. Even though a facility or grower may have a tracea-
bility program in place, the difficulty is often in ensuring such a program is effective. Employees may not understand 
the reason for a traceability system, mistakenly believing the procedures are meticulous and burdensome, and that 
the information is needed only when a problem occurs. 

An effective traceability plan should define the team’s actions through four stages: 

1. Identification: The ability to track and trace a product through the entire process and supply chain with a lot or 
ID number;  

2. Recording: This number is recorded throughout the life of the product, including each time it is received, trans-
ferred, utilized as an ingredient and as a finished product; 

3. Establishing links: The lot numbers are the thread that ties the food material to all phases of its life, from seed 
to store, butcher to barbecue, plant to package; and, 

Communication: Food processors can then map the material through the supply chain and use that information to 
find it at any given point in the process.” 

                                 https://produceprocessing.net/article/traceability-plan-ease-fear-food-recall/ 
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